2 February – 5 March

**Art Work**
Adelaide Central Gallery
Nancy Downes and Lucy Turnbull
The Gallery transformed, immerse yourself in the world of the artist’s studio and gain a rare insight into the energy, rhythm and dedication that creating and making requires.

**Progress Celebration** Wednesday 17 February 2016  |  6 – 8pm

Image | Nancy Downes, Spaces in-between (detail), 2015. Photograph by James Field

15 March – 16 April

**Fabricated Nature**
Adelaide Central Gallery
Anna Horne and Claire Marsh
New works combining the familiar with the strange using natural, industrial, and sensual materials.

**Opening** Tuesday 22 March 2016  |  6 - 8pm

Image | Claire Marsh, Black Dog (detail), 2016

26 April – 20 May

**(im)Perfection**
Adelaide Central Gallery
Liz Butler and Maggie Moy
New works that demonstrate perfection can be found in imperfection, chance, time and the natural world.

**Opening** Tuesday 26 April 2016  |  6 - 8pm

Image | Maggie Moy, Out of Site, Out of Mind 8, 2014

31 May – 2 July

**Still**
Adelaide Central Gallery
Louise Feneley, Lisa Losada and Lisa Young
An exhibition of still-life and landscape paintings with an atmosphere of stillness and tranquility.

**Opening** Tuesday 31 May 2016  |  6 - 8pm

Image | Lisa Young, Two Opium Weights and a Japanese Teapot (detail), 2015

12 July – 6 August*

**Daily Practice**
Adelaide Central Gallery
Sally Parnis and Annalise Rees
Presenting individual commitments to maintaining a daily making practice, Parnis and Rees showcase how routine activity builds the foundations of a sustained artist practice.

**Opening** Tuesday 12 July 2016  |  6 - 8pm

Image | Annalise Rees, Book 8 (Page from journal), 2015

*SALA Festival Exhibition
1-31 August 2016